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Chapter 1401 

Brilliant Group! 

The boundary tent! 

Ji Feng’s gaze was fixed on these words, his face was stony and silent. 

Qian Hongda’s words had already shown that what he said was absolutely true, as it was impossible for 

him not to consider Qian Bin’s safety. 

Ji Feng could understand at this time why Qian Hongda had actually come up with a righteous move, 

and at the entrance of the municipal party committee compound, he personally sent his son out and 

had Qian Bin taken away! 

Qian Hongda was prepared with a backhand! 

Really brilliant! 

The first time I saw this, I had to admire Qian Hongda once again, this guy is really an old fox, shrewd 

and outrageous! 

In front of the people, he did things in a high-profile manner and let people have nothing to say, couldn’t 

find any fault, as for behind the scenes, he was equally well-conceived, doing things step by step, every 

step made people have to admire, really powerful! 

The first time I saw him, I didn’t know how many times I secretly admired Qian Hongda. No wonder this 

person was able to sit on the throne as the secretary of the municipal party committee of Yuezhou, his 

wisdom alone is not comparable to ordinary people. 

Not only that, Qian Hongda seems to be very good at figuring out people’s psychological thoughts, as if 

he can see through what you are thinking in your heart. 

For example, the words that Qian Hongda wrote down now made Ji Feng’s heart flutter. 

Qian Hongda’s meaning is actually very simple: there is a connection between the Brilliant Group and 

the boundary tent, or rather, there is a certain relationship. And since he dared to say such words, it 

proved that the relationship between the Brilliant Group and the Boundary Tent must not just be a 

simple business partnership, but there must be some other unspeakable connection! 

Otherwise, Qian Hongda definitely wouldn’t have gone the extra mile, that would be hurting his son! 

“There’s actually an unseen relationship between the Brilliant Group and the Boundary Tent? This is 

really ……” Ji Feng could not help but secretly shake his head, which was really unexpected. 

In fact, this so-called Brilliant Group, its predecessor was the Rong Peng Group. 

The only thing is that after the Rong Peng father and daughter took their shares and left from the group, 

the people sent by the Wu family to take over, changed the name of the Rong Peng Group precisely to 



the Brilliant Group, and now that we count, a long time has passed, maybe everyone has gotten used to 

calling it the Brilliant Group! 

However, what Ji Feng found strange was that there could be any ulterior link between the Brilliant 

Group and the Boundary Canopy State? 

As far as he knew, there was indeed business cooperation between the Brilliant Group and the Boundary 

Tent, which was undoubtedly and quite normal. It was only natural for a large group of companies to 

have business cooperation with foreign companies. 

In fact, it is not only the KAI Tent, but also the Brilliant Group has business dealings with companies in 

several countries such as Rice, England and France, which is very normal. 

But now Qian Hongda is so solemnly pointing out, it is obvious that the relationship between the 

Brilliant Group and the boundary tent is not so ordinary, and even, it is likely to involve some major 

secret! 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but hold his arms and stare at Qian Hongda, who also looked at him with calm 

eyes. 

Only after a long time did Ji Feng ask: “Secretary Qian, how come you’re telling me this? I think, if Qian 

Bin reported this matter, then even if he was able to get out with a reduced sentence, I think you, father 

and son, would not be able to stay in Southern Guangdong, I’m afraid?” 

“This is exactly the second thing I want to beg you for!” Qian Hongda said, “Don’t spread the contents of 

Qian Bin’s report!” 

“I’m afraid that won’t work!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “As long as Qian Bin makes a report, the official will definitely 

investigate, this is a necessary procedure, otherwise how can we determine if Qian Bin has made a 

merit? As long as the investigation, I’m afraid that everyone knows that this matter was reported by 

Qian Bin, I can’t hide it for him!” 

“Then, can you plead with the top without an investigation, so that Qian Bin can get a reduced sentence, 

or a lighter punishment?” Qian Hongda asked. 

“You’re asking me to interfere with this case?” Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, “I’m afraid I can’t do 

that!” 

“Perhaps, you should listen to what Qian Bin reported first and then think about it properly, this should 

be more secure, don’t you think?” When Qian Hongda heard Ji Feng’s refusal, he was not in the least bit 

anxious, but said slowly. 

Ji Feng then raised his eyebrows, what, could it be that the content of Qian Bin’s report was really that 

valuable? 

However, since Qian Hongda said so, then Ji Feng could also consider listening to it. 

He nodded slightly: “Then, thank you for reminding Secretary Qian!” 



“Oh, I’m already grateful that you can give me, an old man, face ……” Qian Hongda laughed brightly, his 

voice was full of mid-air and his smile was red and glowing, obviously in good spirits. 

Ji Feng could not help but secretly mutter, this old fox is really that sure that what they report will be of 

interest to him? 

But in reality, Ji Feng had to admit that after Qian Hongda had written those few words, he himself had 

already started to be interested in the matter, and had quite a strong interest. 

It had almost become an open secret that the Brilliant Group was a hidden asset of the Wu family. 

If the Brilliant Group really had an abnormal relationship with the Boundary Canopy State, then as long 

as one had tangible evidence, one could deal a heavy blow to the Wu Family, there was no doubt about 

it! 

Such matters were the most sensitive and serious in nature, and no matter which family it was, it would 

be difficult to tolerate in such matters! 

This is just one of the benefits. 

If we then find the fatal flaw of the Brilliant Group, or, if we can find the handle of certain people in the 

Wu family …… 

Ji Feng is really unable not to be moved, now he and the Wu family can almost be said to be immortal, 

the feud that has been formed between the two sides is already a deep hatred, even if the Wu family 

does not deal with him, he will definitely take the initiative to strike. 

At least, what Wu Zhiyong had done had exceeded Ji Feng’s bottom line! 

Ji Feng didn’t stay in the box for long, in fact, he didn’t have anything to say to Qian Hongda, nor did he 

have anything in common, and if he didn’t talk about the deal, he really didn’t want to say a word. 

Besides, the most important thing now was to hurry back to Jiangzhou and ask some questions from 

Qian Bin’s mouth first so that he could decide what to do next, which was the most important thing. 

After Ji Feng left, Qian Hongda looked at the empty box, the blandness on his face gradually 

disappeared, and his face was more or less grave. 

“Ji Feng …… should realize what value the chips I’ve offered are!” Qian Hongda said secretly, “Only, yet I 

wonder how intelligent he really is compared to his unrelenting verve, and whether he can capture the 

goodwill I’m releasing ……” 

Qian Hongda couldn’t help but shake his head and let out a bitter laugh, “It’s for that brat, I’ve lived 

most of my life as an old man, I’m dying of old age, I actually have to take another big gamble, what an 

unfilial son!” 

…… 

The first time I saw a woman, I was in the middle of a conversation with her husband, and I was in the 

middle of a conversation with him. 



He had stayed in Yuezhou originally to attend Qian Hongda’s appointment, and now that he had learned 

what was likely to be vital information, he naturally had to rush back. 

“Ding ……” 

Ji Feng had not yet reached the airport when his phone rang again, “Another number from Northern 

Shaanxi?” 

There was no doubt that it should still be Wu Zhiyong calling. 

Ji Feng narrowed his eyes and deliberated slightly for a moment, he still picked up the phone, “This is Ji 

Feng, what can I do for you?” 

“Little Ji, what I told you, think about it carefully again, you can mention any request you want, as long 

as I can do it ……” 

“No need to think about it!” 

Ji Feng said, “I’m sure you already know that Qian Bin has been arrested, that’s the best answer I can 

give!” “Little Ji, it may not be a good thing if you do things too paranoid. Too rigid is easy to break!” Wu 

Zhiyong said indifferently, “There are many solutions to things, there is not only one way to go to black. 

Let’s do this, I’m leaving for Jiangzhou, let’s sit together ……” 

“Great! When Qian Bin’s case is heard, we can sit together!” Ji Feng said. 

“…… Xiao Ji, do you really have to fight on?” Wu Zhiyong asked in a deep voice. 

Ji Feng scratched his head and said very helplessly, “Younger Wu, do you know what I want to say to you 

after hearing this from you?” 

“Say what?” Wu Zhiyong asked. 

“I’ll fuck you up!” Ji Feng immediately cursed into the phone, causing the white spider driving in front of 

him to be stunned, Ji Shao …… actually cursed like that?! 

“Little Ji!” 

Wu Zhiyong’s voice instantly sank: “Watch your mouth and keep your mouth shut!” 

“Wu Zhiyong, I still give you the original words!” 

Ji Feng said in a cold voice, “Motherfucker! Who the hell started it? Ah! Who first sent someone to 

investigate my relatives? Think I don’t know what you want to do? How dare you have the fucking face 

to come over here now and justifiably tell me if you have to fight on …… If Laozi molested your mother 

and then asked you if it was okay to compensate, how would you answer? Idiot thing!” 

“I tell you, don’t act like a big shot in front of me, if you do the first day, don’t blame me for doing the 

15th, there is no negotiation or compromise in Laozi’s dictionary, if you have the ability, don’t let me 

catch the handle, otherwise, no one can save you ……” 

“Beep beep beep ……” 

A busy tone came over the phone and it hung up! 



Pop! 

Ji Feng directly put the phone away and said in a cold voice: “Bastard, you have to come looking for a 

scolding!” 

This Wu Zhiyong really had the face to actually come and ask him if he had to fight on, as if he was just 

trying out the fire before! 

Perhaps for people like Wu Zhiyong, those tactics were indeed just some trivialities, they could each use 

their own tactics in private, whether they were mean or vicious, as long as they could strike the other 

side, that was a good tactic. And on the surface, perhaps even talk and laugh, and even appear to be 

incomparably close …… 

The actual fact is that you will not be able to get a good deal on this. 

If you set me up, I will definitely not give up easily! 

Back then in Mang Shi County, when dealing with Xu Mo, Ji Feng did so, and now that he’s up against 

Wu Zhiyong, he’s doing the same thing! 

“Motherfucker, I was still hesitating whether I should investigate what Qian Hongda said, but now I still 

have to do it!” Ji Feng couldn’t help but snort coldly. 

Chapter 1402 

Bang! 

A teacup fell hard to the ground, spilling tea all over the floor, but the teacup was stainless steel, so it 

fell unharmed. 

However, the sound of panting and panting was enough to show how angry the owner of the teacup 

was! 

“Bastard!” 

This was the angry roar of Wu Zhiyong, who was far away in Chang’an City, Northern Shaanxi Province, 

in his office. His eyes were red, his chest was constantly heaving violently, his forehead was even more 

sinewy, his vocal cords were held high, one hand was pinching his waist, his whole person looked like an 

enraged lion. 

On his desk, a telephone was lying in pieces, and the handset seemed to be broken into two pieces! 

Wu Zhiyong was really furious, he really couldn’t imagine that, as the eldest grandson of the Ji family, 

the son of Ji Zhenhua, the grandson of Elder Ji, the top grandson, Ji Feng was actually so unqualified, 

that unpleasant expletives came out of his mouth, cursing people without pausing in between, a series 

of expletives. 

When he was on the phone, Wu Zhiyong was so cursed that he wanted to jump to his feet! 

He really wanted to swear at Ji Feng on the phone, to use even more unpleasant and vicious words in 

return! 



But Wu Zhiyong opened his mouth several times in a row, but not a single word came out. His usual 

underhanded tactics came in the blink of an eye, as many as he wanted, enough to make people eat 

their words, unable to say anything! 

But when it comes to cursing, Wu Zhiyong really didn’t know how to curse for a while, as if at that 

critical moment, he couldn’t even utter a single swear word! 

  

…… Wu Zhiyong can only admit that when it comes to cursing, ten of him together are no match for Ji 

Feng! 

Likewise, he is not as thick-skinned as Ji Feng. 

The same goes for the fact that he is not as thick-skinned as Ji Feng. If you want him to pull down his 

stance to scold Ji Feng, he really can’t do it! 

So, Wu Zhiyong could only grit his teeth and hold back the anger in his heart and hung up the phone, but 

of course, the phone handset was instantly scrapped the moment he hung up the phone. 

He could not scold him, but he could not fight him, and it was Ji Feng who was in the initiative position, 

so what could he do? 

Therefore, the phone became a tool for Wu Zhiyong to vent his anger! 

“…… A wild bastard is a wild bastard! Only know some countryside village foul language, what’s the 

use!” Wu Zhiyong angrily looked at the phone on the table as if it was Ji Feng: “No matter how much 

your identity is transformed, even if you leap over the Dragon Gate, you are still not a dragon, just a 

piker!” 

“Bastard! No upbringing, no upbringing at all!” Wu Zhiyong cursed angrily. 

Thinking about all the swear words Ji Feng cursed on the phone about screwing his mother …… Wu 

Zhiyong felt his eyelids throbbing wildly, he could not wait for Ji Feng to die right now! 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

But Ji Feng had no scruples, he scolded him for whatever was unpleasant, scolding him so much that he 

could not help but jump to his feet. 

“We must think of a way, this damned bastard, I will definitely not let you have a good time!” Wu 

Zhiyong roared. 

However, even though Wu Zhiyong hated it in his heart, he did not think of fighting with Ji Feng, in his 

bones, he did not have the kind of masculine blood to fight with someone face to face, knife to knife, 

gun to gun, a real fight. 

What Wu Zhiyong is best at is killing people with soft knives and playing dirty tricks. 

This kind of underhandedness has almost been incorporated into his bones, and when he encounters 

something that doesn’t go his way, the first thing he thinks of is what kind of tricks he can use to reckon 

with the other party …… 



Compared to Ji Feng’s bloodlust, the two men’s personalities form an extremely stark contrast! 

But for the time being, it is not good to comment on whose character is actually better. 

“Knock knock knock ……” a knock sounded on the door. 

“Enter!” 

Wu Zhiyong slightly collected his anger and said in a deep voice. 

The office door was pushed open, a young man walked in, when he saw the scene in the office, he could 

not help but be slightly stunned: “Big brother, you are …… who provoked you to be so angry, you say it 

out, I will go clean him up!” 

This came in the office was no other than Wu Zhiyong’s younger brother, Wu Zhihe. 

“Mind your own business!” Wu Zhiyong said in a sullen voice, “You’ve suffered several times in a row at 

the hands of others, can you be a match for them?” 

Wu Zhihe’s face suddenly changed and he immediately asked, “Big brother, are you talking about Ji 

Feng? Is that son of a bitch Ji Feng coming to look for trouble again? Big brother, don’t worry, I won’t let 

him off this time!” 

As he spoke, Wu Zhihe couldn’t help but touch his arm. 

Last time in Jiangzhou, he had been severely beaten by Ji Feng and even sent to the hospital, and later 

that bastard actually went to the hospital to threaten himself again. 

If he hadn’t come to Northern Shaanxi Chang’an in time, Wu Zhihe didn’t even know if he would have 

survived until now. 

Ji Feng, that son of a bitch, was a bastard with a smoking gun! 

However, when he thought about his previous experience with Ji Feng, Wu Zhihe still had some timidity 

in his heart. 

When he said he wasn’t afraid of Ji Feng, it was all a lie. 

Anyone who had been severely beaten up by someone else, and who knew full well that that person 

was better than himself, would be considered in the super strong category of mind if he didn’t have fear 

in his heart! 

“It’s better to mind your own business!” Wu Zhiyong snorted coldly. 

Wu Zhihe then felt a bit belittled, he couldn’t help but say, “Ji Feng is actually just relying on the fact 

that he’s better at boxing, big brother, we can find a few experts to deal with him, I remember that 

Fujita has a few super experts around him ……” 

“Shut up!” 

Wu Zhiyong instantly glared, “If you dare to talk nonsense again, you will go back to Yanjing!” 



“Yes ……” Wu Zhihe instantly scared a neck and muttered, “Can’t I stop talking, really, it’s not like I’m 

selling out my country, why am I so afraid ……” 

“What do you know!” 

Wu Zhiyong glared at him and said in a deep voice: “I tell you, today again let me hear these two words 

from your mouth, see how I will clean you up!” 

Wu Zhihe then dared not speak, but he was sullenly sitting on the sofa with his buttocks, and did not 

speak either. 

In fact, Wu Zhihe was still a bit depressed in his heart. 

Now, he couldn’t understand his brother’s way of doing things, just because he had a partnership with 

the Canopy people, why was he so secretive as if he was a thief? 

What’s the fear of others knowing? 

  

“You are ……” Wu Zhiyong frowned, however, before he could finish his words, he saw Wu Zhihe’s 

mouth fiercely open and a gush of blood spurted out at once. 

Poof! 

Blood all over the ground! 

Wu Zhiyong was instantly shocked: ”Zhihe! What’s wrong with you? Zhihe ……” 

On that day, Wu Zhihe was in his elder brother Wu Zhiyong’s office and was reprimanded by his elder 

brother Wu Zhiyong for some unknown reason, and after that, Wu Zhihe spat blood profusely and 

immediately fell unconscious, and was finally rushed to the hospital. 

…… 

Ji Feng returned to Jiangzhou safely, and in Yuezhou, he did not encounter any trouble, at least when he 

returned. 

Since he had taken the complete initiative, even that old fox Qian Hongda had come up with a move of 

great justice and thus offered to deal with him again, which was undoubtedly giving in. The company’s 

main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the public. 

When Ji Feng walked out of the airport, Liu Xin came to meet him with Liu Zejun and Guo Tao. 

“Boss!” 

“Little head ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but nod his head and asked with a smile, “Didn’t encounter any trouble when you 

came back, did you? How is Qian Bin’s situation?” 

“As you instructed, we’ve handed Qian Bin over to the city bureau for temporary custody, but it hasn’t 

entered the procedure yet. Ma Bu Zhou is still in the hospital, his injuries are not light, although they are 



not fatal, he still needs to recuperate for a while.” Liu Xin said, “As for Qian Bin’s state, it’s not bad, and 

he didn’t encounter any trouble on the way!” 

“That’s good!” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, Qian Bin was arrested from Yuezhou, and Ma Bu Zhou, was arrested from 

Zhen Yang, this belongs to a foreign arrest, which is the legendary cross`province, if the Jiangzhou 

Municipal Bureau wants to take over, there must be certain formalities, even if they make up for it 

themselves, there are always formalities! 

“This cautious character of Zheng Yuanshan’s ……” Ji Feng shook his head and said, “Let’s go, let’s go to 

the Municipal Bureau detention center first and see Qian Bin!” 

“Yes!” 

When Ji Feng and the others arrived at the city bureau, Zheng Yuanshan happened to be away, as if he 

had gone to inspect the sub-bureau underneath. 

Ji Feng gave him a call, and after that, he entered the detention center without any problems and met 

Qian Bin. 

Technically speaking, this was the second time that Ji Feng and Qian Bin met. The first time was in front 

of the Yuezhou Municipal Committee compound, when Qian Hongda was so righteous that Ji Feng 

secretly admired him, whereas at that time, he didn’t even look at Qian Bin carefully, he just compared 

it with the photo sent by Wang Xin and let Yi Xingchen and Zhu Huaiqian and the others take him away 

after he was sure that this person was Qian Bin! 

This time, it should be considered the first official meeting between the two. 

The meeting took place in the visiting room of the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau Detention Centre, which 

could also be described as an interrogation room. 

Although it had only been two days, when he saw Qian Bin here, Ji Feng could clearly see that Qian Bin 

had lost weight and was quite haggard compared to two days ago, and there was no more sparkle in his 

eyes. 

This man’s heart is not too strong! 

Ji Feng then immediately made such a judgment, but he did not move his voice and carefully looked 

Qian Bin up and down. 

Chapter 1403 

The fact is that the company’s name is not only a good one, but also a good one. 

But in Ji Feng’s eyes, such a person is about what kind of character, the heart is about what situation, he 

just carefully sizing up a bit, can also understand a general, next what method should be used to talk to 

Qian Bin, Ji Feng basically can do to have a good idea. 

In fact, while Ji Feng was looking up and down at Qian Bin, the latter was also looking at Ji Feng. 

Qian Bin was also curious as to what kind of person Ji Feng was! 



Although he had seen him in photos before, and more than once, it was the first time that the two sides 

were actually sitting face to face. 

In Qian Bin’s opinion, Ji Feng actually belongs to the kind of person who is not too outstanding, of course 

this refers to his looks, he is not a creamy boy, he does not have that pampered creamy air, it is said that 

Ji Feng was born in the countryside and only later returned to his family, I think it is because of this 

reason that he seems to have some more wild feeling in him. 

Although Ji Feng’s clothes were neatly dressed, and his short hair and shaved beard both looked 

spirited, Qian Bin was left with a feeling – Ji Feng should be an unpretentious person. 

For example, at this moment, Ji Feng’s collar has a button unfastened, and you can see that he is not 

wearing any decorations such as a necklace in his neck …… 

This should be an atmospheric person! 

This is Qian Bin’s initial feeling about Ji Feng, and when he thought about his encounter with Ji Feng and 

what Ji Feng had done along the way, Qian Bin confirmed his judgment even more. 

If Ji Feng didn’t have great courage, he wouldn’t have led his men to South Guangdong, designed to 

capture Huang Yuanxing, and then, when he was being chased, instead of finding a way to return to 

Jiangzhou, let alone find a way to leave South Guangdong, he went ahead and went to Zhen Yang, 

directly taking Ma Bu Zhou under his control. 

This time, even Wu Shao messed up and asked for another killing to silence him! 

And then, Ji Feng broke the siege of Wu Shao because the people Wu Shao had sent were 

unscrupulously preying on civilians, Ji Feng was shaken with anger, and in turn, directly mobilised his 

army and pounced on Yuezhou! 

As to why he knew that Ji Feng was furious …… Qian Bin is not unlearned, the movement of the army, 

that is very much about the rules, Ji Feng’s hand but directly to the South Guangdong military region, 

which is more or less a bit overstepped, but Ji Feng still did so, then, he is either reckless, or really angry! 

In a fit of anger, he pounced on Yuezhou in a raging manner, and as a result, he became a prisoner! 

This was what Ji Feng had done, with an incredible amount of anger, but also left no one with anything 

to say, because in the end, it was Ji Feng who had the upper hand, he was in the right! 

When you think about the things that Wu Shao did, Qian Bin couldn’t help but shake his head in secret. 

One of them was so bold and aggressive, but he was so bold. 

The other one, on the other hand, is secretly full of underhanded tricks, but does not dare to jump out 

and confront Ji Feng head on, but can only do it behind his back. 

“Qian Bin, we meet again!” Ji Feng’s resounding voice interrupted Qian Bin’s thoughts. 

Qian Bin shrugged, “Yes, we’ve met again, but unfortunately, the occasions for both meetings weren’t 

too suitable.” 

Ji Feng glanced at him and said indifferently, “I heard that you have a situation to report?” 



Qian Bin was immediately a little surprised that Ji Feng had come up and got straight to the point 

without any pleasantries at all, wasn’t this a little too impatient? 

He then realized in his heart that it seemed that this situation that his father had told him about should 

be quite important to Ji Feng, otherwise, Ji Feng would not have acted so eagerly. 

Thinking of this, Qian Bin had a bottom in his heart. 

He smiled faintly and nodded, “That’s right, I do have a situation to report, I just don’t know if I will be 

rewarded for taking credit for my prosecution?” 

“Whether or not there is a reward is not up to me, nor is it up to you!” Ji Feng shook his head and said, 

“However, if the situation you mentioned is useful to me, I can help you around!” 

Qian Bin raised his eyebrows, Ji Feng spoke very directly, without any intention of covering up? 

“Then …… don’t know when Ji Shao will be available?” Qian Bin asked. 

“What for?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Since it’s to report, it can’t be in a place like this ……” Qian Bin smiled and pointed to the handcuffs he 

was wearing and this cold interrogation room, however, before he could finish his words, he was directly 

interrupted by Ji Feng. 

“Qian Bin, what are you thinking about?” 

Ji Feng looked across at Qian Bin with confusion and frowned, “You mean we’re changing places to talk? 

How about changing to the office of the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau Chief for you? Or go out for a sauna 

and get a few more ladies to give you a massage, then talk while enjoying yourself?!” 

“…… Ji Shao, what are you?” Qian Bin was stunned and the smile on his face froze as he looked at Ji Feng 

with some uncertainty. 

A moment ago, Ji Feng was acting so impatient, but now how come his words were so sharp in the blink 

of an eye? 

“Huh ……” 

Seeing Qian Bin’s stunned look, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh: “It seems that you, 

young master Qian, haven’t adapted to your new role yet! Then let me remind you, Qian Bin, now you 

are no longer the Qian Bin who is calling the shots in Southern Guangdong, the reason why I am here 

today is because your old man told me that you have some situations to report, and it just so happens 

that I do have some interest in these, so I am here!” 

Ji Feng hugged his arms and couldn’t help but shake his head with a smile, “But if you think that you can 

negotiate with me on the basis of this and demand this and that, then I have to throw a pot of cold 

water on you, wake up! You are now a prisoner, and a prisoner who has committed a major crime! If it 

wasn’t for your father, you’d be in a detention center with your limbs broken, serving as a white boy for 

those prison bosses!” 

“You ……” Qian Bin’s face suddenly changed dramatically and he couldn’t say a word with wide eyes. 



“You what you!” 

Ji Feng also fiercely glared, fiercely stared at Qian Bin, angrily said: “Those farmers in the border town of 

Chuzhou, should I settle their scores with you? Those people in Chunyang who were scourged by the 

Lake Gang, should I settle their scores with you too? You sent people after me along the way, should I 

settle this debt too?” 

“If I were to follow my temper, you’d be lucky to be alive now!” Ji Feng sneered, “Still don’t know 

enough …… to say if you have a situation, if not, get the hell back to the prison!” 

“You …… Ji Feng, how do you ……” Qian Bin’s face turned red, being Ji Feng’s nose is not a nose, not a 

face by this meal, it really made him a bit embarrassed for a while. 

“Didn’t understand my words?!” Ji Feng gave a glare. 

Qian Bin’s words came to an abrupt halt, he opened his mouth, but the next words hardened without a 

single word coming out. 

“Looks like you still have to calm down!” Ji Feng shook his head, stood up and turned around to leave. 

“Wait, wait a minute!” 

Qian Bin hurriedly shouted, “Ji, young Ji, there’s no need to leave in such a hurry, right?” 

Ji Feng turned back to look at Qian Bin and smiled faintly, “If I don’t leave, I’ll stay and stay in the cell 

with you, right? Qian Bin, let me tell you, whether you say it or not, you’ll be in jail for sure! However, if 

you still can’t get this cockney temper of yours out of your system, huh …… I believe that those prison 

bosses in the cell are willing to be less nonsensical than I am, and they have only one word to use when 

dealing with someone like you, abuse!” 

“Ah?!” Qian Bin instantly body trembled, “so dark?” 

“That’s all I have to say, you do your best!” Ji Feng said indifferently, “That’s it, when you want to talk 

about it, talk to the people in the guardhouse.” 

After saying that, Ji Feng was about to leave with big steps. 

“Young Ji!” Qian Bin was immediately anxious, if Ji Feng really left like that, then he didn’t know how 

long he would have to stay in the guardhouse. 

Now he suddenly understood that when Ji Feng came up and brought up the matter of reporting directly 

with himself, it was not that he was impatient, but that Ji Feng simply did not put him on a reciprocal 

position to talk to. 

If he reported it, Ji Feng might get some benefit, or he might not. If he didn’t report it, it wouldn’t have 

the slightest effect on Ji Feng. 

People are simply not interested in being polite with themselves! 

Qian Bin was suddenly a bit demoralized, he originally thought that he could take advantage of this 

matter, even if he didn’t become friends with Ji Feng, then at least he should be able to ease the 

relationship and not be so tense. 



The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not interested in the actual situation. 

…… People didn’t even put him in their eyes! 

“Young Ji, I say!” Qian Bin let out a light sigh as he finally understood the situation! 

“That’s fine!” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, turned around and pulled back his chair and sat down again, “Say, what matter do 

you want to report!” 

…… 

Wu Zhihe is dead! 

This is the hospital to give notice, Chang’an First People’s Hospital, which is already an extremely 

outstanding domestic tertiary hospital, and Wu Zhihe suddenly vomited blood, that is naturally the 

organization of the most competent medical experts to rescue. 

However, Wu Zhihe only just managed to make it to the hospital before he was already out of breath. 

After a short period of resuscitation, a group of experts had determined that Wu Zhihe was really dead! 

The Wu family was in shock! 

The family was caught off guard and didn’t even know how to react, especially Wu Zhiyong, who didn’t 

know how to explain to his family that Wu Zhihe had suddenly vomited blood in his office after he had 

reprimanded him a few times. 

…… Wu Zhihe was scolded to death by him? 

  

Wu Zhiyong was almost frantic! 

But now is not the time for him to be mad, he has to think about how to explain to his family …… 

Chapter 1404 

“Do you mean to say that …… Brilliant Group and the enterprises in the boundary tent have contact?” 

Jiangzhou City Bureau’s guardhouse had, Ji Feng asked in a deep voice. 

His expression was somewhat grave, because according to Qian Bin, the Brilliant Group had very close 

contact with the enterprises of the boundary tent, and more importantly, it was not a normal business 

transaction, but seemed to involve other interests and some secret matters. 

“That’s right, I don’t know too much about the Brilliant Group, I only have contact with their leaders, 

and Wu Shao …… is Wu Zhiyong, and he hasn’t told me anything about the Brilliant Group.” Qian Bin 

said, “However, I once went to the Brilliant Group once and was going to find Young Wu, when I 

happened to meet a few people who spoke very stiffly and were not Chinese at first hearing.” 



Perhaps because Ji Feng had already made his attitude clear before, making Qian Bin realise his situation 

and understand that Ji Feng did not put him in his eyes at all, so he spoke with an attitude that he did 

not know how much better, and whenever Ji Feng had asked, Qian Bin would answer honestly. 

According to Qian Bin, he went to the Brilliant Group that time because he had made an appointment 

with Wu Zhiyong to go out together in the evening, but he waited for a long time but did not see Wu 

Zhiyong come, he happened to have some wine, so he did not call Wu Zhiyong either, so he went 

directly to the headquarters of the Brilliant Group, as a result, he inadvertently found a few foreigners. 

However, those foreigners were not European or other people with obvious foreign features, they were 

still yellow and dressed in suits, so at first glance it was really difficult to tell whether they were Chinese 

or not. 

But if you look carefully, you can see that there are many subtle differences between these people and 

the Chinese. 

This is something that Ji Feng agrees with, because he knows very well that even if the people of the 

Boundary Tent and the Kerry people, as well as the Chinese, how similar the people of these countries 

look, but if they all stand together in suits, they can tell at a glance who is a Chinese, who is a Boundary 

Tent, and who is a …… Kerry stick! 

In addition to that, Qian Bin also heard those people speak in a very hard tone. So, Qian Bin instantly 

kept an eye out. 

So, he followed them up. 

As a result, Qian Bin overheard that when those few people were communicating with each other, they 

jabbered something. 

Qian Bin was able to ascertain then that it was the Boundary Tent language! 

From this, he could conclude that these people were definitely the Boundary Cave people on those small 

islands to the east of the sea! 

“At that time, I also drank a bit, followed them out of the Brilliant Group headquarters, and then went to 

the car park, but I didn’t walk a few steps, the alcohol came on, so I had no choice but to take a taxi 

back, but I kept an eye out for this matter.” Qian Bin said, “Then I went home …… later I mentioned this 

matter to my father, and then he also kept an eye out.” 

“How did you know that they were from the boundary tent?” Ji Feng asked. 

“I’m not going to hide it from you, I once learned the Boundary Canopy language for a while as well.” 

Qian Bin looked a little embarrassed when he said this, “They say that Boundary Tent women are the 

most docile, and at that time, I wanted to find a Boundary Tent woman to play with, so …… you should 

be able to understand!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh, these dudes, can really …… 

Suddenly, Ji Feng’s heart moved and he couldn’t help but ask: “Since you understand the boundary tent 

language, then what did you hear them say at that time?” 



Qian Bin then smiled embarrassedly: “That what …… I this boundary tent language is also a half-assed 

level, they speak in a low voice, and the speed of speech is very fast, I can only understand a few words 

…… they seem to be saying something, cooperation intention , plans and so on!” 

“That’s all?” 

Ji Feng asked with a slight frown, if that’s all, then this is nothing unusual, the company and the 

company to share a lease, then there is no problem, say what plan, cooperation and other words, that is 

also very normal, cooperation is originally a plan well! 

“That’s all!” Qian Bin nodded and said, “Originally I didn’t care too much, I was just a little curious, but 

after mentioning it to my father, he took notice. And ……” 

“And what?” Ji Feng immediately asked. 

“My father said that he briefly investigated and found that the offshore company that controls the 

Brilliant Group seems to have a close connection with the Boundary Tent alone.” Qian Bin said, 

“Moreover, according to my father, if the Brilliant Group talks about cooperation with the company in 

the boundary tent, it’s no problem, but if it’s a merger or acquisition ……” 

Understood! 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Other than that, is there anything else you found out?” 

“I just found out this point, more information, it’s all with my father!” Qian Bin said, “If you want to 

know more specific information, you’ll have to go to my father to find out ……” 

“……” 

Ji Feng gave him a deep look, then he nodded and smiled, “Good, I know, then you take your time and 

rest first!” 

“Wait a minute, you, you’re not going to help me change a prison cell?” Qian Bin asked. 

Ji Feng laughed: “Change the prison? Why, isn’t the current prison quite good? Besides, I don’t have the 

ability, let alone the right.” 

“Quite good?” 

Qian Bin shook his head helplessly and was just about to say something when he saw that Ji Feng had 

already gotten up and walked out in big strides. 

“Hey ……” Qian Bin reached out his hand, but was handcuffed, and he hurriedly said, “Young Ji, when 

can you change my prison?” 

“When I have visited your father and then come back I might consider helping you change.” Ji Feng 

smiled faintly, “Of course, that still depends on whether you have made a meritorious performance.” 

“Am I still not considered meritorious now?” Qian Bin asked. 



“What do you think?” Ji Feng smiled, and after finishing his sentence he left with a big stride, and when 

he walked to the door, he dropped a sentence without looking back, “When you remember more 

information, find me again, I have plenty of time!” 

You have plenty of time? 

Qian Bin’s face changed as he listened, he wanted to say, “But I don’t have time!” 

Now that his case had been formally filed, it would soon enter the judicial process, which would be 

followed by interrogation, evidence collection and so on, and once the dust had settled, the court’s 

verdict would await him. 

Ji Feng had plenty of time, but he didn’t have any time! 

“This guy!” 

Qian Bin couldn’t help but grit his teeth, but there was nothing he could do. 

Ji Feng was really too shrewd, Qian Bin found that in front of Ji Feng, all his previous cleverness had 

actually turned into little cleverness, it was like playing a big knife in front of the Duke of Guan, a bit of a 

class act! 

What did Ji Feng say when he was leaving? 

Wait for yourself to remember more information, and then talk …… 

The first time I heard this, Qian Bin immediately understood that Ji Feng had guessed that he must know 

more information, but did not say it for a while. 

So, Ji Feng doesn’t even intend to continue wasting time here! 

There was another point, Ji Feng said that he would wait until he returned from visiting his father before 

changing the prison for himself. 

He was clearly telling himself, “Since you said that the rest of the information is with your father, then 

let’s wait until I learn more about it before we change your prison! As for when I can learn more 

information, it depends on whether you cooperate or not!” 

Further, Ji Feng was telling him, “Don’t play tricks in front of me, or else you’ll end up suffering the 

consequences! 

Qian Bin’s face was blue for a while, and for a while, his thoughts were quite complicated, was the idea 

that he was not convinced in front of Ji Feng and wanted to compete with him too much wishful 

thinking? 

…… 

“Go to the Municipal Committee compound!” After leaving the City Bureau’s detention center, Ji Feng 

said to White Spider. 

“Yes!” 



Bai Spider started the car and rushed to the Jiangzhou Municipal Party Committee compound as Ji Feng 

had instructed. 

Ji Feng sat on the back seat, hugging his arms, and couldn’t help but shake his head with a smile, “This 

Qian Bin, I don’t know if he’s been following Wu Zhiyong for too long, he net knows how to play some 

little smart!” 

Qian Bin was playing tricks on him, and Ji Feng saw it very clearly, so he nailed it when he was leaving. 

He told Qian Bin clearly that if he wanted to play, that was no problem at all, I had plenty of time, I could 

play any way I wanted. However, you Qian Bin’s time is running out. 

Moreover, since this kid is still not honest until now, then Ji Feng naturally has nothing to say. 

The matter of Brilliant Group is not that urgent, but Qian Bin’s case is about to enter the judicial process, 

and once the case is qualified, no one can save him. 

Want to play, the ultimate harm is his own! 

“Brilliant Group ……” Despite being dissatisfied with Qian Bin for playing tricks, but, for the matter of 

Brilliant Group that he said, Ji Feng was on to it. 

If the Brilliant Group only has cooperation with the enterprises in the boundary tent, then there is no 

problem at all, business activities, it is normal. 

However, what Qian Bin said about mergers and acquisitions, what plans and so on …… Ji Feng became 

wary. 

Not for other reasons, just because the splendid group, involved in some very sensitive industries, such 

as the import and export trade of heavy metals, and then involved in some mineral resources, and even 

military products and high-tech business …… 

  

The fact is that the company is not a fool, and Ji Feng feels that since Qian Hongda dares to hand over 

Qian Bin to himself and proposes that deal, then he must have full confidence that the information he 

has in his hands can be exchanged for his compromise. 

The weight of this information must have been heavy! 

Is there really an ulterior link between the Brilliant Group and certain enterprises in the boundary tent? 

Or is it that they have another agenda? 

Ji Feng couldn’t figure it out for a while, but he wasn’t in a hurry, the people who were in a hurry should 

be Qian Hongda and Qian Bin, father and son! 

Chapter 1405 

“Say it, aren’t you usually a good talker? Aren’t there many reasons?” Ji Zhenguo’s low voice echoed in 

the office, “He went to Yuezhou with his men in a murderous mood, went through a series of battles, 

fought in three places, and eventually broke straight into the Yuezhou Municipal Party Committee 



compound, forcing the Municipal Party Secretary to personally hand over his son …… This is simply a 

legend! ” 

“Huh ……” 

Ji Feng stood in front of his desk and couldn’t stop smiling sarcastically, but it was not good to answer. 

He went to Southern Guangdong this time, indeed made a lot of noise, in Yuezhou, Zhen Yang, and 

Chuzhou and the Delta Strip border, all killed a large number of gunmen, think that a ground of corpses, 

indeed caused a considerable sensation. 

When he came back Ji Feng had already had this realization that he would definitely be criticized when 

he came back, and now, as expected, he was severely reprimanded by his second uncle. 

“Say it!” 

Ji Zhenguo sank his face and shouted lowly. 

“Second Uncle, I was wrong!” Ji Feng said in a low voice. 

“You were wrong? Oh …… you will still admit your mistake?” Ji Zhenguo snorted coldly, “What a rare 

thing, you kid can actually admit your mistake? That’s really rare!” 

Ji Feng smiled sarcastically. 

“Did you think that if you led people to kill them, and killed them and routed them, you would be very 

satisfied, and it would fulfill your heroism and make you feel very powerful, right?” Ji Zhenguo asked. 

“Not really ……” Ji Feng smiled sarcastically and scratched his head, saying, “The main thing is that at 

that time I did not expect to actually make such a big commotion, the other side mobilized too fast and 

the force was too big. ” 

“People are fast in mobilizing, but I think you are not slow either!” Ji Zhenguo said, “This time you have 

really made a big splash, just now someone also called me, saying simply let you go to the army for 

exercise, what do you think?” 

“Go to the army?” Ji Feng was stunned, and then reacted, “Second Uncle, did someone find you to sue?” 

“You’ve made such a big fuss, and you still don’t allow people to sue?!” Ji Zhenguo hummed, “I’ve 

communicated with your father too, see when you’re going to the army?” 

“Really go?” 

Ji Feng was surprised this time, “Second Uncle, it’s perfectly fine for me to go to the army, I don’t have a 

problem with it myself, however, it’s not quite appropriate for me to go now, right?” 

Before this, Ji Feng had often dealt with people in the army, for example, he and Xiang Yongzhan had 

always maintained close contact, Ji Shaoyun was also in the army, and Ji Feng would occasionally visit 

him when he went to Yanjing, and even, from time to time, Ji Feng had to act in conjunction with people 

in the army. 



However, when it comes to transferring to the army, Ji Feng is not very willing to do so in his heart, 

which is not in line with his plan. 

Once he was in the army, the limitations would be too great, and he would no longer be as free as he is 

now, and he would not be able to do anything he wanted to do. 

Ji Feng knew that even if he really went to the army, he would definitely not be trained in the same way 

as those soldiers, and he felt that he should not be able to stand that kind of boring life. 

Besides, Ji Feng still had a lot of things to do, such as continuing to develop the Tengfei Group and also 

entering industry, things that he could not do in the army. 

“Second Uncle, is there any room for reprieve in this matter?” Ji Feng asked cautiously. 

“Just say whether you want to go or not!” Ji Zhenguo asked. 

“…… don’t want to!” Ji Feng still told the truth, “I still want to continue going to school and continue 

doing what I want to do!” 

“Humph! Since you want to continue going to school, then do more things that students should do, then 

fighting and killing, going around killing and setting fire to people, is also something that students should 

do?” Ji Zhenguo asked. 

Ji Feng smiled sarcastically and scratched his head, “That, this is also a special situation!” 

Ji Zhenguo then glared at him and hummed, “Alright, don’t put on a pitiful look, forget about going to 

the army, but if you want to act recklessly like this again next time, don’t even go to the army, just go 

abroad for peacekeeping!” 

Sweat! 

I don’t know what to do, but I don’t know what to do. 

Ji Feng heatedly laughed, “I knew it, you definitely won’t really let me go to the army, second uncle.” 

As soon as he said this, Ji Zhenguo was not happy. 

“What, going to the army is condescending to you? Or do you, the youngest Ji youngster, think that you 

are of noble status and should not go to the army?” Ji Zhenguo glared. 

“Of course not!” 

Ji Feng hurriedly said, “It’s just that I will definitely develop better in the local area than in the army.” 

“Strong words!” Ji Zhenguo glared at him in a good-natured manner, and only then did his tone soften a 

bit, “You did go too far this time, but fortunately you still had some sense left and didn’t really lead 

people to storm the Yuezhou Municipal Committee compound, otherwise, even if the old man knew 

about it, he would have had to break your legs!” 

“I have a sense of proportion.” Ji Feng muttered. 

“That’s because Qian Hongda is sophisticated!” Ji Zhenguo said, “Kid, do you think you can run amok 

with that little dao of yours?” 



Looking at Ji Feng, Ji Zhenguo said, “The reason why you were able to bring people back without any 

danger this time is that firstly, you brought few people with you and your action target was small, which 

made the other party feel contemptuous, and that’s why you were given the opportunity to take 

advantage of it. Secondly, it was because you acted fast, so that the other party barely reacted before 

you had already won, you think so too, don’t you?” 

Ji Feng nodded his head and shook it again. 

“It seems that you still have a different opinion, tell us?!” Ji Zhenguo said. 

“Hehehe!” Ji Feng laughed heatedly and pulled over a chair and sat down. 

“Brat ……” Ji Zhenguo’s majestic face was also finally showing a smile, to this nephew, he was actually 

very satisfied and appreciated. 

Ji Feng is smart, has a breakthrough, and has a sense of the big picture, and more importantly, he has 

guts and a sense of justice. 

These were the qualities that Ji Zhenguo appreciated the most, so he was naturally satisfied with Ji Feng. 

As for Ji Feng’s shortcomings, he likes to get into trouble, and when he gets into trouble, it is a big deal, 

which gives people a headache. However, Ji Zhenguo did not care too much about it, which boy does 

not get into trouble? 

As long as Ji Feng didn’t do anything bad, that would be enough. 

“Second Uncle, I think all the things you said are very reasonable, I also think so, but I think it’s still a bit 

incomplete.” Ji Feng sat down and said, “Another very important factor that made me successful was 

that I was reasonable! For example, this time, Wu Zhiyong and the others have done something wrong, 

so they don’t dare to alert their elders, then in that case, they will be able to use much less resources, 

and as long as their elders don’t do anything, I am enough to beat them up!” 

“It’s good to be confident, but, you can’t take your opponents lightly!” Ji Zhenguo said, “Do you really 

think that you won simply because the other side was in a deficit and therefore didn’t dare to inform 

their elders?” 

“Yes!” Ji Feng nodded his head. 

“Childish!” Ji Zhenguo gave his nephew such a comment. 

Ji Feng then laughed bitterly, it seemed that second uncle’s anger hadn’t completely subsided. 

“Some people don’t move, that’s because it’s not the right time to move yet, or, their power is held back 

and they’re somewhat throwing in the towel.” Ji Zhenguo said, “Never think that your enemy will back 

down because of a deficit, unlike your opponent, an enemy is always an enemy, the so-called enemy is 

you die and I live, an opponent can have a win or lose, an enemy is only life or death!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be solemn, the words of his second uncle instantly made his heart flinch, he 

was indeed a bit careless. 



“Although your departure to Southern Guangdong was too sudden, your father has still been paying 

close attention to your actions, so when he learned that you had already left for Southern Guangdong, 

he started operating at the first opportunity.” Ji Zhenguo revealed to Ji Feng, “If it wasn’t for your 

father’s operation, you thought you could run rampant with just an engineer platoon?” 

Ji Feng slowly shook his head, he realised that he had indeed made a big mistake, he had thought of his 

opponent as too benevolent! 

No, it was that he had thought of his enemy as too benevolent! 

As Second Uncle had said, rivals could be people who competed with each other, but admired each 

other, people who belonged to the kind of competition in which they progressed together. 

Enemies, however, were completely different. 

Either I die or you die, and that’s it, there is no more third outcome! 

“Got it?” Seeing Ji Feng’s face change, Ji Zhenguo then nodded his head secretly and asked. 

“Second Uncle, I understand!” Ji Feng nodded his head heavily. 

“Well!” 

Ji Zhenguo said, “This time you’ve gone a bit too far in Southern Guangdong, next you have to go to 

school honestly, no more half-hearted actions, do you hear me?” 

“Understood!” 

Ji Feng nodded, he understood the bitterness of his second uncle. Having taken advantage of others this 

time, it was time to be honest for a while. 

The next thing to do was to properly dig out useful things from Qian Bin and Ma Bu Zhou’s bodies and 

consolidate the results of the war, as for the rest, for the time being, they couldn’t mess around 

anymore, or else they would have to completely enrage the other side. 

For the time being, gradual nibbling is the best way to go! 

“Go on!” Ji Zhenguo waved his hand, it was work time, he naturally couldn’t waste too much time 

talking to Ji Feng. 

“Second Uncle, I’m leaving then.” 

Leaving the municipal party committee compound, Ji Feng couldn’t help but gently puff out a breath, as 

the saying goes, a family with an old man is like a treasure, in many matters, second uncle and the 

others see much more thoroughly than themselves, a few words can wake them up, they benefit 

greatly! 

“White spider, let’s go back!” Ji Feng said. 

“Ding ……” Just then, his mobile phone suddenly rang, he took it out and was stunned, the call was 

actually from Ji Shaojun who was far away in Yanjing. 

He called at this time, what could be the matter? 



Ji Feng couldn’t help but be a little puzzled, but he still picked up the phone, “Hey, Brother Shaojun, 

what’s up?” 

“Little Feng, I have some news for you, I just overheard that Wu Zhihe died in Chang’an!” Ji Shaojun’s 

voice came through. 

Chapter 1406 

Wu Zhihe was dead? 

Ji Feng froze, then he tapped his head, yes, it was about time! 

“Little Feng, are you listening?” Ji Shaojun’s voice came from the phone. 

“Yes! I’m listening, Brother Shaojun, where did you hear this news from?” Ji Feng asked in a deep voice. 

“From a celebrity, that kid Wu Zhihe is not a good bird either, he has an ambiguous relationship with a 

quite famous female celebrity, this time the news came from that celebrity!” Ji Shaojun said a star’s 

name. 

Ji Feng thought about it for a while and still didn’t have a half impression, but that didn’t stop him from 

confirming the truth of this news. 

Wu Zhihe had indeed died! 

“Little Feng, I heard that you and Wu Zhihe had a violent conflict in the past, and it seems that you even 

beat him up and hospitalised him?” Ji Shaojun laughed, “This is good, this son of a bitch is finally dead, 

let’s see how he can still be arrogant!” 

“Hehe ……,” Ji Feng laughed. 

“But, Little Feng, Wu Zhihe’s death, no one will rely on you, right?” Ji Shaojun laughed and then couldn’t 

help but ask. 

Ji Feng slightly lifted his chin, and it was only when Ji Shaojun said this that he got to the point of the 

question. 

He had a physical conflict with Wu Zhihe before and had hospitalised him, so this time when Wu Zhihe 

suddenly died, would someone drag the problem onto him? 

It was hard to say! 

However, Ji Feng was not afraid, he smiled slightly: “Brother Shaojun, don’t worry, even if they are 

looking for trouble, then they must have evidence before they can do so, otherwise, they are not looking 

for trouble, they are asking for trouble!” 

“That’s good, haha, then I’ll gather a few buddies and open the champagne to celebrate!” Ji Shaojun 

laughed loudly, “I’ll be happy to know that Wu Zhihe is dead!” 

“……” 

Ji Feng was dumbfounded and laughed. 



“Thanks, Brother Shaojun.” Ji Feng said with a smile. 

“Little Feng, saying that is out of line, a family does not speak of two families.” Ji Shaojun laughed. 

“Mm! Then let’s leave it at that, keep in touch!” Ji Feng said. 

“Good!” 

Ji Shaojun naturally agreed with his mouth full, smiling and looking very happy. 

After closing the line, Ji Feng sat in the back seat of the car and froze for a long time before he couldn’t 

help but shake his head and say to himself, “I can’t believe he died at this time, this God isn’t even 

taking care of the Wu family, everything is rushing together, is the Wu family’s qi coming to an end?” 

Ji Feng felt that perhaps it was really like that. 

Look at this recent event, firstly, he unintentionally discovered Fang Ming and others’ trickery and broke 

Wu Zhiyong and Qian Bin’s plan, and then, he led his own men to capture Ma Bu Zhou, the leader of the 

Lake Gang, and later captured Qian Bin, in this way, he formed a huge threat directly to the Wu family. 

Now Wu Zhiyong’s biggest headache should be how to silence Qian Bin and how to clear himself, but 

unexpectedly, at this time, Wu Zhihe died again! 

This is one thing after another, isn’t it true that God is looking at the Wu family in a bad light? 

“Wu Zhihe died ……” Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh again, saying that the heavens 

were acting strange, but in fact it was also because the timing was too coincidental. 

The original Wu Zhihe should have died more than a month ago, but this guy has been reluctant to be 

discharged from the hospital in Jiangzhou, Ji Feng could not let him die in Jiangzhou, so, again, the 

biological currents in his body had begun to be stupid, to suppress. 

However, he did not expect that after that time, Wu Zhihe was so scared that he left Jiangzhou in a 

hurry and went to Northern Shaanxi. 

Now that the time had finally come to explode, the power of the bioelectric current was so powerful 

that it was needless to say, how could Wu Zhihe’s small body resist? 

He could only die! 

The news was just a joke to Ji Feng, even though the culprit was actually him, but he did not feel half 

guilty, when Wu Zhihe and Zheng Haoyu hit Qin Shujie, from that time on, their fate was already 

predetermined. 

Only, Zheng Haoyu was just one step ahead of Wu Zhihe, and moreover, it wasn’t Ji Feng who moved his 

hand. 

In that previous attack, Zheng Haoyu had been shot in the head! 

And now, Ji Feng could also basically confirm which power Zheng Haoyu was representing in the first 

place. Among the enemies Ji Feng knew, there really wasn’t any family other than the Wu family that 



could silently get Zheng Haoyu out of custody and then let him have a force to secretly come and 

assassinate himself! 

“Always using others as guns, and now you’re a bomb yourself!” Ji Feng sneered. 

With the bio-current exploding inside his body, I’m afraid that Wu Zhihe’s internal organs would have 

been blown up into a lump of rotten flesh, not as good as if Zheng Haoyu had just been shot in the head 

like that! 

Rather, it was what Ji Shaojun did that made Ji Feng quite surprised. 

In fact, since the last time Ji Shaojun and Ji Shaohong came to Jiangzhou, Ji Feng and Ji Shaojun had 

never contacted each other again. Although Ji Feng had always tried his best to ease the relationship 

between the first and second line, Ji Shaojun was developing his entertainment company in Yanjing, and 

was having fun with those beautiful stars, and Ji Feng was in Jiangzhou, so they were far away, so 

naturally there was less contact. 

And now, after receiving the news, Ji Shaojun was the first one to call himself, which was a surprise to Ji 

Feng. 

“It seems that the previous efforts where he was were not in vain, Ji Shaojun still felt the goodwill he 

exuded!” Ji Feng played with his phone and secretly mused, “Ji Shaojun, Ji Shaohong, these two brothers 

from the side line, from the original drifting apart from the full line, to the current drifting closer, 

everything is developing in a good direction!” 

“All the efforts are worth it!” Ji Feng said secretly. 

And then, he picked up the phone again and dialed a number: “It’s me, Ji Feng. Help me find out if Wu 

Zhihe was in the hospital when he had the accident, or if he was somewhere else! Also, find out if he 

had done any discharge procedures before!” 

Although Wu Zhihe was nominally going to be transferred to the hospital when he left Jiangzhou 

Hospital, later on, after Ji Shaolei’s covert intervention, Wu Zhihe still went through the discharge 

procedures. 

He was leaving anyway, so he didn’t care about this at that time, but Ji Feng was paying attention to it. 

And later, I heard that Wu Zhihe was hospitalized again after arriving in Chang’an. At that time, there 

was absolutely nothing wrong with Wu Zhihe’s health, and the purpose of his hospitalization was, 

naturally, self-evident. 

So now Ji Feng just wanted to know if Wu Zhihe had already been discharged from the hospital in 

Chang’an at the time of his accident. 

In that case, he wouldn’t be without step-by-step next …… 

“…… okay!” 

Snap! 

Ji Feng closed the line, pondered for a moment, and couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh again. 



Wu Zhihe died just like that! 

How to think about it all feels a little too calm, like Wu Zhihe this kind of person, how to die with a bang, 

such as in the drink flower wine because of excessive indulgence, or in the enjoyment of a sudden 

accident and so on …… 

The actual fact is that the actual death of Wu Zhihe is not at all calm, but rather quite wonderful. 

The fact is that he was ‘scolded to death’ by his elder brother Wu Zhiyong in the office! 

If Ji Feng knew about it, I’m afraid he would have laughed until his stomach hurt! 

“Boss, are we going straight back next?” The white spider saw Ji Feng’s odd expression in front of him 

and couldn’t help but ask. 

Ji Feng raised his hand and looked at the time, it was only after 3pm, going back at this time Tong Lei 

and Xiao Yuxuan must not have arrived home yet, there was no point in going back. 

“Go to Shengshi Bar!” Ji Feng said. 

“Yes!” 

White Spider nodded and answered, as for what Ji Feng was doing at the bar at this time, she naturally 

would not ask too much. 

…… 

Wu Zhihe was dead. 

The news, which was not known from which channel was spread out, happened in Chang’an City, 

Northern Shaanxi Province, and it didn’t take half a day for it to become almost universally known in the 

circle. 

Almost everyone who was well-informed knew about the news. 

In particular, many of Yanjing’s playboys and some of the gentry in the circle could hardly believe their 

ears. 

It was said that good people don’t live long and bad people live a thousand years, so this Wu family’s 

second son couldn’t be considered a good person, right? 

He was just like his elder brother, a wicked, ruthless and vicious man. 

A man like that is still a good person? 

The reason why people say that bad people live for a thousand years is because they want to be bad and 

live very carefully, so they live longer. 

But Wu Zhihe didn’t live much more carefully this time, and suddenly he died! 

For a while, everyone was talking, some gloating over it, some mocking it, and some sad. 

But no matter what the mood was, one thing was certain, from the ironic faces of the people of the Wu 

family, it was certain that Wu Zhihe, was really dead, this was not a fake news! 



Immediately afterwards, there was another piece of news quietly circulating: Wu Zhihe was scared to 

death by Ji Feng! 

Wu Zhihe had sent his men to deal with Ji Feng secretly, and as a result, he was met with Ji Feng’s harsh 

counter-attack. Even so, in a fit of rage, Ji Feng led his men to kill in Southern Guangdong, terminated 

the Lake Gang, and knocked out one of Wu Zhihe’s two brothers’ minions. At the same time, Ji Feng 

even forced Qian Hongda, the secretary of the Guangdong Municipal Committee, not to bow down. 

In the end, Qian Hongda could only grit his teeth and hand over his son to Ji Feng himself, coming to a 

great justice. 

It is said that this matter had already spread in Southern Guangdong, only because it was too far away 

and people were not much interested in what happened there, so it did not spread. 

However, now that Wu Zhihe was dead, some people in the know immediately said that it was because 

Ji Feng had captured Ma Bu Zhou, the leader of the Lake Gang, and Qian Bin, the son of Qian Hongda, 

the secretary of the Guangdong Municipal Committee, and thus, Ji Feng had a large amount of evidence 

in his hands and could put Wu Zhihe to death at any time. 

This is why Wu Zhihe was scared to death! 

For a moment, everyone could not help but lose their voices, all shocked …… 

At the same time, there were people who realized that things were serious! 
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A big living man was scared to death alive because of Ji Feng’s harsh and furious actions! 

This was truly astonishing. 

Ji Feng’s might also, in this instant, spread throughout Yanjing, and the entire top dude circle! 

Immediately afterwards, some people with a heart began to inquire secretly, and soon, the things that Ji 

Feng had done during this period of time reached the ears of many people, and those kinds of deeds 

really left too many people dumbfounded by them. 

He took his own men and horses on a long journey to Yuezhou, went through a series of battles, broke 

the Lake Gang, forced Qian Bin, and finally forced Qian Bin to hide in the Yuezhou Municipal Committee 

compound, but still, under the strong intimidation of Ji Feng, he made Qian Hongda, the secretary of the 

Yuezhou Municipal Committee, be forced to hand over his son himself. 

Ji Feng won a big victory! 

“He–” 

“This person, Ji Feng, is powerful!” 

“Yes, this direct descendant of the Ji family, born and raised in the wild, but stirring up a storm of clouds, 

astonishing!” 

“This time, I’m afraid the Martial Family will have another headache.” 



“Hey, the Wu family has two brothers, Wu Zhiyong and Wu Zhihe, but the Ji family has Ji Shaodong and 

Ji Shaolei, and now there’s another reigning Ji Feng, the old Ji family is strong!” 

“Don’t mention Ji Shaolei, that’s a bastard!” 

“That’s right, it’s talking about Ji Feng ……” 

…… 

For a while, the entire circle of top gentry was in an uproar, these records of Ji Feng’s battles were just 

too shocking. 

The first thing you need to do is to get a knife and a gun and go into battle, but basically, you have to use 

your own strange tactics and operate secretly in private. 

However, Ji Feng is using his actual actions to make everyone realize that the struggle is not necessarily 

just about conspiracies or private operations, as long as one is reasonable, has the guts, and has the 

momentum to go forward, then nothing can stop it, no matter who it is, one has to be afraid of it! 

For example, this time, with a thunderous force, Ji Feng fought in three places, and finally, with great 

force, he forced the Yuezhou Municipal Committee compound, and still made Qian Hongda, the 

secretary of the Yuezhou Municipal Committee, who was in a high position, bow down! 

Similarly, Ji Feng’s harshness was also seen by everyone for the first time, and for a moment, I don’t 

know how many people’s hearts were astonished. 

Everyone saw that Ji Feng, with his stern tactics, had beaten the sons and daughters of the Wu family 

without any ability to fight back, and even held absolute leverage. When Wu Zhihe suddenly died at this 

time, no matter who it was, I was afraid that they would think that his death had nothing to do with Ji 

Feng’s actions. 

Wu Zhihe was scared to death! 

This was everyone’s guess, and although this guess was absurd and very comical, it was also the most 

reliable. 

It was really because Wu Zhihe was so unlucky that the first time he went up against Ji Feng, he ended 

up being pried away from his girlfriend, and even Rong Peng’s father and daughter broke up with the 

Wu family, and this matter had become a joke in the whole circle, and many people who were indignant 

at the Wu family would often take this matter out for a laugh. 

The second time, Wu Zhihe was beaten by Ji Feng and was hospitalized, which could not be hidden from 

these well-informed people. 

It was said that Ji Feng later visited Wu Zhihe in the hospital again, and as a result, the latter left 

Jiangzhou in a panic the next day and went to Northern Shaanxi. 

At that time, after knowing this news, many people laughed out loud. They could not imagine that Wu 

Zhihe, who had always been domineering and arrogant, also had this unbearable appearance of fleeing 

in a mess, and when they thought about his previous rampant and domineering attitude, they did not 

know how many people secretly laughed in shame. 



And this time, Wu Zhihe is really going to meet the King of Hell. 

Thinking about the previous two clashes with Ji Feng and Wu Zhihe’s cowardice, it was understandable 

for people to make a guess and say that Wu Zhihe was scared to death by Ji Feng’s actions, and there 

were certain reasons to support this guess. 

Ji Feng must have had very conclusive evidence that he could have put Wu Zhihe in a position of no 

return at any time, which is why he was so scared that he rolled his eyes and went straight to hell. 

This speculation made a lot of people laugh again, Wu Zhihe is really a talent, just a little bit of guts, 

before actually still so wild, so reckless. 

“It’s not that Wu Zhihe is too timid, it’s because he met Ji Feng, the latter is really too overpowering, for 

several times in a row, he made Wu Zhihe suffer a big loss and planted a big heel, with all these 

accumulations, this time Ji Feng just got the absolute upper hand, and scared Wu Zhihe out of his guts!” 

The moment this statement came out, the crowd was instantly silenced. 

Indeed, everyone knew how rampant Wu Zhihe had been in the past. In the past, Wu Zhihe had also 

messed with powerful people, such as He Hongqiang, the younger brother of He Hongwei, and the two 

of them had fought with each other, but didn’t Wu Zhihe still have nothing to do? 

Now he died so crisply, and that was not because he was too weak, but because Ji Feng was too 

terrifying! 

“Ji Feng is too terrifying!” 

This saying started to circulate in the top dude circle, and even, even some people from the older 

generation had heard of this saying, and in time, this saying had become an accepted fact. 

Ji Feng, indeed, was too scary. 

But now, there are still only just some people making such a claim, while at the same time, there are 

some people who realize that things are afraid to be a bit serious. 

The fact that Wu Zhihe was scared to death, even though it was not directly done by Ji Feng, was very 

closely related to him. 

So, how could the people of the Wu family rest in peace? 

Many people seemed to have foreseen that the conflict between the Wu and Ji families would come 

soon. 

But in reality, no one knew whether Wu Zhihe was scared to death by Ji Feng. 

This made him extremely mad but helpless. Who would have thought that cursing could really kill a 

person? 

But that was really the case! 

Even if Wu Zhiyong wanted to take revenge, he didn’t know who to go to. This is really …… 

The most crucial question is how to explain yourself in the face of the family’s accusations. 



…… 

“Big, big youngster?!” 

Jiangzhou film and television base near the blooming bar, Wang Errong stunned look at the young man 

who came in through the door, immediately on his buttocks as if a spring had grown, miso hurriedly 

stood up from the chair, accidentally involved in the wound again, but he did not care so much, bared 

his teeth and ran over. 

“Eldest young man!” 

Wang Errong rushed over, “What do you want, Eldest Young Master, for your sudden arrival?” 

“You’ve started tugging on the text too?” Ji Feng gave him a look. 

Wang Errongzi instantly let out a sarcastic laugh: “That’s nothing …… It’s not that I feel that I’m not 

cultured enough after getting the attention of the eldest young man, so I just started reading ……” 

Ji Feng suddenly lost his smile, this Wang Errongzi is also an interesting guy. 

Looking at Wang Errongzi’s bandages and a few very obvious blood marks on his face, Ji Feng said 

indifferently, “Whether or not you are educated is not the most important thing, as long as you can 

remember what I told you before, it is enough.” 

“Hehehe ……” 

Wang Errong smiled sarcastically: “I am also trying to eat some ink, otherwise, the big young man may 

not even understand what I say, that is also too fallen, when the big young man explained down what 

task, if I can’t finish it again, then …… hehehe!” 

“All right! There is no harm in reading more books, but it’s still a bit too late to learn now.” Ji Feng 

waved his hand and said, “I’ll introduce you to someone who has eaten more ink than you, and you two 

can work with each other.” 

Wang Errong was stunned, and then he saw Ji Feng turn around and say, “Come in!” 

Immediately afterwards, Wang Errong saw that the unbelievably beautiful girl, who had been following 

Ji Feng, led a fat man in. 

“Big young man, this is ……,” Wang Errong was a bit puzzled. 

“His name is Jian Maoteng, you can also call him Fatty Jian, from today onwards, he will stay here with 

you.” Ji Feng briefly introduced him and said, “You can think of him as a partner, or as a partner, both 

are fine.” 

“No, I this ……” Wang Errong scratched his head and asked, “Big young man, I don’t quite understand 

what you mean!” 

Ji Feng looked around, Wang Errong immediately understood, he immediately said, “Big young man, 

upstairs please, it’s clear up there, it’s more convenient to talk!” 

Ji Feng nodded, this Wang Errongzi still had more eyesight. 



Since it was only four o’clock in the afternoon, it would be at least one or two hours before the bar 

started to open, and the peak traffic would not pick up until at least seven or eight o’clock in the 

evening, so there was no one on the first floor now, so it was a good place to talk. 

The few people sat down in Wang Erruang’s office, and Wang Erruang was about to get busy making tea 

for Ji Feng and the others. 

“No need!” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “I’m here today, on the one hand, to take a look, and on the other 

hand, to introduce Jane Wueteng to you.” 

“Hello, Brother Jane.” Wang Errong nodded politely, not daring to be arrogant, as he hadn’t understood 

what Ji Feng meant until now, and was somewhat confused as to why Ji Feng was introducing someone 

specifically to himself. 

As for what Ji Feng said about a partner, Wang Errong didn’t quite understand. 

“Hello, Mr. Wang!” With a smile on his face, Jian Wanteng scrambled to shake hands with Wang 

Erzhong. 

Ji Feng didn’t care whether the two of them understood or not, he just said, “Wang Xiao, from today 

onwards, Jane Wooteng will be your partner, he’s a person with a pretty good head on his shoulders and 

complements your character exactly, so I’m letting him help you.” 

“Help me?” Wang Errongzi was slightly stunned. 

“That’s right! From today onwards, Jian Maoteng is the vice president in your company!” Ji Feng said, 

“But you don’t have to worry, he won’t take up your assets for no reason, you put together a statement 

of your company’s assets, and I’ll make up Jane’s share afterwards!” 
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The Young Master wants to take a stake in his own company? 

This Jian Maoteng is the representative of the big young man? 

Thinking of this, Wang Errong said hastily, “Big young man, no need to make up, how many shares do 

you want, I’ll draw up a contract on my side, just sign it directly ……” 

“Joke!” 

Ji Feng glanced at him, “I want your money that much, huh?” 

“Uh ……” Wang Errongzi was stunned, “Big young man, then what you mean is ……” 

Wang Errongzi thought that he might have failed to pat the horse’s ass correctly and ended up patting it 

on the leg, or was it that the big young man didn’t know how much his assets were, so he was a bit out 

of sight? 



“What a brain …… looks like it was right to pair you with a partner!” Ji Feng shook his head and said 

straightforwardly, “Jane Maoteng being the vice president of your company is just a front, well, or 

rather, the position is only secondary. Do you still remember the task I gave you?” 

“Remember!” 

Wang Errong immediately said, “I’ve already started doing that now, starting with strictly managing the 

juniors under my own command, and then starting to spread around once I’ve straightened out the gang 

of boys.” 

“How do you spread it? What if we encounter a joint boycott from others? What if there are unforeseen 

circumstances in the middle?” Ji Feng asked. 

“That, that also depends on the specific situation to answer.” Wang Errong said. 

“That’s why I let Jian Maoteng come over. As I said before, Jian Maoteng’s brain is not bad, so if there’s 

anything, you two can discuss it. Of course, it’s mainly up to you, and Jian Maoteng is only responsible 

for advising you.” Ji Feng said, “Do you understand what I’m saying?” 

“Understood!” 

Wang Errong immediately nodded heavily, “Big Shao’s meaning is for me and Brother Jane to work 

closely together to complete the tasks that Big Shao has ordered down!” 

“That’s what it means.” Ji Feng nodded and smiled, this guy finally understood: “However, you don’t 

have to worry, Jane Marten used to be in the Dao, just that he was over in Southern Guangdong before, 

so you two will be working together, you’ll still be the main one, you don’t have to worry that he’ll take 

over!” 

“I understand!” Wang Errongzi nodded his head. 

Only then did it dawn on him that it turned out that Ji Feng didn’t want his assets, but that he had to 

send him a military advisor over! 

In fact, thinking about it, he was indeed too confused, seeing that Ji Feng obviously had a great 

relationship with the Tengfei Group, and with the financial power of the Tengfei Group, how could Ji 

Feng still look at this point of his assets? 

In Ji Feng’s eyes, whether he could complete his mission or not, that was the most important thing, 

right? 

At the same time, Wang Errong also vaguely understood that Jane Hui Teng was not only here to act as a 

military advisor to him, but also to monitor him when necessary, so that if he did anything out of the 

ordinary, Jane would definitely report to Ji Feng. 

Wang Errong couldn’t help but scratch his head, he really couldn’t behave recklessly in the future, 

otherwise if Ji Feng knew about it …… he subconsciously touched the scar on his face, the bruises on his 

body left by a furious beating with a belt, and some faint pain again! 

“Don’t worry, I will definitely discuss anything with Brother Jane before making a decision, and I will 

definitely complete the task given to me by Young Master!” Wang Errong immediately assured loudly. 



“That’s good!” Ji Feng nodded, “You go out first, I’ll explain a few more words to Jian Maoteng.” 

“Yes!” 

Without the slightest hesitation, Wang Errongzi immediately turned around and went out. 

He had just left the office when he saw White Spider standing outside the office door with an 

expressionless face. 

Wang Errong was instantly a little restrained, he had seen with his own eyes how this woman was a 

great show of power, making the four great villains under him all beaten and unable to find their way. 

“The young master is a young master, the bodyguards around him are not only beautiful, but also 

outrageously powerful!” Wang Errongzi couldn’t help but secretly envy, wondering when he would be 

able to have such a beautiful and beautiful bodyguard following him around, seeing Big Shao follow such 

a stunning bodyguard around him wherever he went, it was both stylish and enjoyable. 

“Hey ……” Wang Errong smiled at the white spider as a greeting. 

However, his smile was a bit stiff and looked like a giggle, causing the white spider to glance at him in 

slight surprise, her eyebrows frowning slightly. 

Wang Errong was immediately too frightened to speak again, and could only stand honestly at the door 

and wait. 

“Why did Big Shao find such an idiot!” The white spider glanced at Wang Errongzi and could not help but 

mutter secretly, wanting to integrate the underworld, there were many more suitable people than 

Wang Errongzi, and I don’t know how the big youngster had taken a fancy to this guy …… 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

The first thing you need to do is to take a look at the other side of the room. 

“Yes, because I’m still useful!” Without even thinking about it, he immediately blurted out. 

“Well!” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Frankly speaking, you are really smart, before you were sure that you could 

move Ma Bu Zhou, you knew how to hold back, even the tasks he gave you, you would try your best to 

complete them, but once you found out that the time was right, you immediately betrayed him without 

hesitation, even if this betrayal still carried great risk, you were still righteous ……” 

Jane Maoteng just quietly listened, he knew that Ji Feng would not praise him for no reason, there must 

be more to come. 

“From these aspects, you are very good!” Ji Feng said. 

At that time in Zhen Yang, Jian Chang Teng was responsible for leading an ambush at the Lake Gang’s 

lair, the Lakeside Mansion, and he desperately commanded those ponies of the Lake Gang to lay siege to 

Xiang Yongzhan and the others, with old-fashioned tactics and without any compromise to carry out Ma 

Bu Zhou’s orders. 



This could not be hidden from Ji Feng’s eyes. 

And later, after their siege had been broken, Jian Chang Teng made a judgment based on the situation, 

and immediately afterwards, he wholeheartedly defected to Ji Feng. Even later, outside the town in the 

border area between Chuzhou and the Delta, when their group was in danger, and it was even likely that 

they would let Ma Bu Zhou out of his trap, at that time, Jian Chang Teng remained steadfastly on the 

side of Ji Feng and the others. 

This was because from the moment he betrayed Ma Bu Zhou, Jane Hui Teng knew that there was no 

turning back. 

So it was clear from this that not only was this man able to hold back, but he also had a very sharp vision 

and a very steadfast heart. 

For example, he had previously defected to Ma Bu Zhou for revenge, and the term “enduring 

humiliation” is not an overstatement when applied to him, but he persevered. 

From this point of view, Jane could be considered a character. 

It was precisely because of these actions that Ji Feng recognised him and saw that this man had a good 

head on his shoulders, knew how to judge the situation, and knew how to persevere and use tactics. 

These are rare and valuable qualities! 

Therefore, Ji Feng left Jian Chang Teng behind. 

But this did not mean that Ji Feng trusted him completely. There were many intelligent people, but not 

everyone was so dedicated to their duties, and not everyone was able to find their place. 

Moreover, once a person gains power, ambition will grow. 

Therefore, when Ji Feng placed Jian Maoteng next to Wang Errong, it was a form of restraint for both of 

them. 

Whether it was Wang Errong or Jian Maoteng, ambition should be there, but it should not be too far 

gone, otherwise, it might create a tailspin, which was not what Ji Feng was willing to see. 

“Jian Maoteng, right now you still have a choice.” Ji Feng said, “Although you led an ambush on us in 

Zhenyang, you also cooperated later and helped us capture Ma Buzhou, so even if it’s merit for demerit, 

we’re even. So, now I’ll give you a choice, first, walk out from here, from now on you don’t know me and 

I don’t know you, there will be no more relationship between us.” 

“I choose number two!” 

Jan Pooten said without hesitation. 

“Don’t you want to hear what the second choice is?” Ji Feng asked with a wry smile. 

“There is no need to listen, I choose the second!” Jian Chang Teng said firmly. 

He knew very well in his heart that this was his chance. Whether he would remain inactive for the next 

half of his life, or whether he could achieve something, depended on the choice he made now. 



In one’s lifetime, one may only have one or two chances to change one’s destiny, and if one fails to 

grasp them, one may lose them forever. 

This is why he did not hesitate at all. The opportunity was right in front of him, and he would never 

watch it slip away, otherwise he would be sorry for himself. 

“Good then!” 

Ji Feng faintly smiled: “Since you have made your choice, then I will also give you an understandable 

sentence, I have given Wang Xiao a task – to integrate the underworld in Jiangzhou, no more of that 

nonsense, now I am asking you to be his military advisor, this task may take a year, two years, maybe 

even ten or eight years It won’t even be completed, will you take it?” 

“Yes!” 

Jian Maoteng immediately replied, “No matter how long it takes, I will definitely do my utmost to assist 

General Wang to complete the task!” 

“No more thinking about it?!” Ji Feng stared at him and asked. 

Without hesitation, Jian Maoteng shook his head, “No need to think about it anymore!” 

Ji Feng stared into his eyes for a long time before slowly nodding his head and saying, “Good then! I’ll be 

waiting to see how you guys perform next!” 

“I won’t let Ji Shao down for sure!” Jian Maoteng exclaimed. 

“Then let’s prove it with practical actions!” Ji Feng stood up, “That’s it!” 

“Young Master!” 

When he saw Ji Feng come out, Wang Errong immediately greeted him. 

“Wang Xiao, Jian Maoteng will stay here from today onwards, you can arrange the rest.” Ji Feng said. 

Ji Feng didn’t say more than that because he believed that Wang Xiao could understand what Jane’s 

arrival represented. 

“Yes!” Wang Errong shouted in response. 
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“Did you know, San-er? Wu Zhihe hiccuped!” 

Ji Shaolei’s teasing voice came over the phone receiver, his voice full of gloating, “Someone said he was 

scared to death by you? That’s fucking bullshit, Wu Zhihe should have died a long time ago, and now it’s 

just karma coming!” 

“Huh ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh, “Second brother, what’s the point of caring what others say? Wu Zhihe is 

dead, that’s his Wu family’s business, it has nothing to do with me!” 



He had also heard those rumors, saying that, because he had conclusive evidence, he could put Wu 

Zhihe to death at any time, therefore, Wu Zhihe’s mental capacity was not good and he was scared to 

death alive. 

This is all bullshit! 

How exactly did Wu Zhihe die, Ji Feng naturally knew better than anyone else, he died because the 

biological current latent in his body suddenly exploded, thus he died a violent death. 

It had absolutely nothing halfway to do with whether he died of fright or not! 

“San’er, although the words are like that, but there is one thing we can’t ignore, after all, Wu Zhihe’s 

death, it was after you went to Yuezhou to act, this is why he died, inevitably there won’t be people who 

want to tell some gossip, when the time comes, what the Wu family people will think, it’s not easy to 

say.” Ji Shaolei reminded, “Wu Zhihe died, he is after all the first son of the Wu family, but whether the 

Wu family’s people will make any underhanded moves, it is not easy to say, so lately you should be 

more careful, try not to make a splash again, save the Wu family’s dog jumping to the wall!” 

“What can they do?!” 

Ji Feng sneered, “Wu Zhihe died in Wu Zhiyong’s office, it is said that at that time, an extremely heated 

argument broke out between the two of them, no matter how they explain it, it doesn’t matter, but this 

is not a basis for some people to just frame me!” 

“How do you know that Wu Zhihe died in Wu Zhiyong’s office?” Ji Shaolei was stunned. 

“Guess!” 

Ji Feng laughed. 

“Bullshit!” Ji Shaolei said, “San’er, did you learn about it from some channel? Wu Zhihe …… really died in 

Wu Zhiyong’s office?” 

“There are many people who know about this matter, many of Wu Zhiyong’s colleagues know about this 

matter, they can’t fake it!” Ji Feng said, “Second brother, think about it, if Wu Zhihe was really scared to 

death by me, the Wu family would not react at all? Look again at what their reaction is now?” 

The real cause of Wu Zhihe’s death was known to Ji Feng. 

Therefore, when he heard that Wu Zhihe had died, his first reaction was to ask someone to find out 

where exactly Wu Zhihe had died, and the result satisfied him that Wu Zhihe had died in Wu Zhiyong’s 

office. 

Because according to the attendance records of the Chang’an City Hospital, the emergency vehicle 

picked up the person directly from the office where Wu Zhiyong was, and before Wu Zhihe could walk to 

the hospital, he was already out of breath when he was on the road, Ji Feng then knew that in fact, Wu 

Zhihe had died the moment the bio-current exploded. 

The power generated by the bio-current burst, that was definitely not something that an ordinary 

person could withstand! 



The fact that Wu Zhihe died in Wu Zhiyong’s office, and that a conflict had broken out between them 

before that, then no matter how much the Wu family’s people sophomorically argued, it had nothing to 

do with Ji Feng, there was no doubt about that. 

Ji Feng wasn’t someone who could be wronged! 

“Third child, it seems that you were prepared for this!” Ji Shaolei couldn’t help but laugh as he listened 

to Ji Feng’s well-prepared tone, “You’ve become more thorough in doing things, kid!” 

Ji Feng scratched his head and laughed helplessly, “I can’t help it, people are always coming up with 

underhanded tricks, if I keep foolishly rampaging, I’m afraid one day I’ll hit my head against the wall and 

break my head, and by then, it’ll be too late!” 

“Huh ……” 

Ji Shaolei couldn’t help but lose his smile, “Your kid’s rampant bloodlust is much stronger than many 

others, you don’t want to wear this bloodlust out, otherwise, it really wouldn’t be fun.” 

“I can only try to keep my nature the same, huh!” Ji Feng laughed. 

“That’s good.” 

Ji Shaolei laughed, “Alright, let’s not talk to you too much. Whenever you are free, come to the house. 

Your second uncle talked to me today and said something about it. 

“What is it?” 

Ji Feng asked, “Second brother, you’ve been talking for so half a day, but you haven’t even gotten to the 

point!” 

“It’s not just the matter of Little Aunt …… Forget it, it’s not clear over the phone, we should wait until 

you’re free to come one day and then we can talk about it in detail!” Ji Shaolei said. 

Ji Feng then understood, he nodded and said, “Well then, I’ll go to your place after the weekend. That 

said, I went to see Second Uncle just two days ago and ended up being severely criticized by him.” 

“Hehe ……” Ji Shaolei laughed, “You brat has had your fill of killing in Southern Guangdong, it’s not bad 

to be criticized twice!” 

Ji Feng also laughed. 

The two chatted for a few more minutes and then closed the line. 

Ji Feng pondered for a moment and could not help but frown slightly, “The matter of the little aunt ……” 

He had a sister-in-law in Rice, this Ji Feng knew, when the Tengfei pharmaceutical factory was 

established, those equipment needed, or the second brother through the sister-in-law from abroad to 

get. 

However, Ji Feng had never met with his sister-in-law, and even when he was at home, he seldom heard 

anyone mention her, so he was not quite sure what was going on. 

Now that Ji Shaolei had suddenly mentioned his little aunt, Ji Feng was more or less surprised. 



However, he also knew that since Ji Shaolei was not willing to talk about it in detail over the phone, it 

proved that there was something inconvenient, so he did not ask more questions, but only decided that 

he would take the time to go to his second uncle’s house as soon as possible, this matter had been on 

his mind for a long time, and he should also find the opportunity to ask about it. 

However, for the time being, he still had to settle the matter at hand. 

The special effect current that Ji Feng carried with him saved his life, so Ji Feng also got a hold of Qian 

Bin’s hand. 

  

…… Ma Bu Zhou kind of people still need special care? 

Anyway, Ji Feng does not think so, so, at his suggestion, Ma Bu Zhou was transferred to the Jiangzhou 

City Bureau, although not yet started to be interrogated, but the time will not be too long. 

As for Qian Bin …… 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and smile, this guy hadn’t officially opened his mouth yet, or 

maybe he thought that Ma Bu Zhou couldn’t be interrogated yet, so he still had some time to maneuver. 

Ji Feng also ignored him, the one who should be anxious now should be Qian Bin. 

I believe that once Ma Bu Zhou opens his mouth, Qian Bin is afraid that he will be as anxious as an ant 

on a hot pot. 

What’s more, the day Qianbin is late in speaking up, the day he is in danger. 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 

The fact is that the company’s business is not a business. 

Ji Feng guessed that if it wasn’t for the fact that the matter with Wu Zhihe came too suddenly, I’m afraid 

that Qian Bin, by now, would have suffered more than once, right? 

“Let’s see who has more patience!” Ji Feng smiled indifferently, and then, he got up and went 

downstairs. 

In the living room on the ground floor, Tong Lei was watching TV. 

It was already late autumn, and the weather had gradually turned cooler, especially in the morning and 

evening, when the temperature dropped even more. But Tong Lei was still just wearing a silk nightgown, 

sitting cross-legged on the soft sofa, hugging a plush dog bear and watching the TV with great interest. 

“What are you watching? So engrossed!” Ji Feng smiled and sat down beside Tong Lei, turned his head 

and was stunned. 

What was playing on that TV was actually a cartoon, and it was one of the hotter cartoons nowadays! 

“Is this good looking?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 



“It’s better than the TV series.” Tong Lei said, even at her laziest, her voice was still as clear and crisp as 

ever. 

Ji Feng was dumbfounded. 

Cartoons were better than TV dramas, this was not the first time Ji Feng had heard this, but it was the 

first time he had heard it from Tong Lei, who used to be able to watch anything on TV. 

“The current dramas are too vile.” Tong Lei said, “I’m afraid that if I watch too much, even my way of 

thinking will be affected.” 

“And then what?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

“I’ll have to deal with children a lot in the future, it’s not good to watch too many of these vile TV 

dramas.” Tong Lei said. 

Ji Feng instantly smiled, he embraced Tong Lei and asked with a smile, “Starting to make plans for your 

wish?” 

“Well, there’s one more year before I leave school, I’m going to start preparing!” Tong Lei said, “Ji Feng, 

you’ll support me, right?” 

“That’s for sure!” Ji Feng immediately said, “Not only will I support you, but I will also strongly support 

you. By the way, I’ve even chosen the address of the school for you, so when you get out of school, you 

can set up the training school straight away!” 

Tong Lei’s wish was that she wanted to open a training course after graduation, specifically to teach 

Chinese language to the children of foreigners who came to Jiangzhou, what she had said, Ji Feng had 

always remembered very clearly, and had already prepared a location for her to open the training 

course. 

“Really?!” Those beautiful eyes of Tong Lei lit up, “Where?” 

“You’ll know when the time comes.” Ji Feng laughed. 

Tong Lei then couldn’t help but wrinkle her nose and gave him a white look, “Don’t say it and pull back, 

I’ll know sooner or later anyway.” 

Seeing that cute look on her face, Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh. 

“Ding ……” 

At this time, Ji Feng’s mobile phone suddenly rang, and when he saw the caller ID, he couldn’t help but 

laugh, “Finally couldn’t resist?” 

“Hello, Secretary Qian, what’s your instruction?” Ji Feng picked up the phone and asked with a smile. 

Chapter 1410 

The call was from Qian Hongda. 

“Young Ji, I’ve heard all about Xiao Bin’s performance in the detention centre, the child didn’t know any 

better, so I apologise on his behalf.” After the call was answered, Qian Hongda said with a smile. 



The corners of Ji Feng’s eyes jumped a few times, still a child does not know how to do things …… Qian 

Bin is a child? 

Then what is he, who is even younger than Qian Bin? Little kid? 

The police should be the judge of how well Qian Bin performed, and it has little to do with me.” 

He didn’t have much time to sharpen his teeth with Qian Hongda, an old fox who always gave him a 

cunning feeling, which he didn’t like very much. 

“Oh ……” 

Qian Hongda smiled and said, “Young Ji, I wonder when you have time to give me a thin face and come 

out for a sit.” 

“When?” Ji Feng asked directly. 

“If Ji Shao has time, anytime is fine!” Qian Hongda laughed, “Of course, now is better.” 

“You’re in Jiangzhou?” Ji Feng asked with a frown. 

“I just arrived this afternoon.” Qian Hongda said. 

Ji Feng’s eyebrows then frowned slightly, “Say the address, I’m going over there!” 

Obviously, Qian Hongda couldn’t sit still, otherwise, how could he not come to Jiangzhou personally, 

after all, now Qian Hongda represented the Wu family lineage, it was impossible for him not to avoid 

suspicion. 

Qian Hongda said an address. 

“I will go there immediately, please wait for Secretary Qian!” Ji Feng finished and hung up the phone, he 

said then turned his head to said to Tong Lei, “Lei Lei, I’m going out, do you want to go with me?” 

“Is it appropriate for me to go?” Tong Lei asked. 

“What’s wrong with that, it’s not like we’re going to do something untoward, what’s inappropriate?” Ji 

Feng laughed. 

“Then I’ll change my clothes!” Tong Lei immediately smiled sweetly and quickly got up and went 

upstairs. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but smile. 

In reality, it was somewhat inappropriate to bring Tong Lei with him when he went to see Qian Hongda. 

After all, since Qian Hongda had personally come to Jiangzhou, it was obvious that it was to talk about 

the affairs of the Brilliant Group, and for such matters, naturally the fewer people knew about it, the 

better. 

But now Xiao Yuxuan is still in the company and has not returned, if he takes the white spider away, only 

Tong Lei and Han Zhen will be left at home, and they will inevitably be a bit lonely. 



Ji Feng felt that he was usually busy enough, and now that he was in Jiangzhou, he should spend more 

time with them, especially Tong Lei, as he owed her so much that I was afraid he would never be able to 

finish paying her back in his lifetime. 

Soon, Tong Lei changed her clothes, and Ji Feng took her with him, Han Zhen and Bai Spider followed, 

and the four of them rushed together to the place Qian Hongda had mentioned. 

…… 

“Secretary Qian, I’ve kept you waiting!” In the hotel room where Qian Hongda was staying, Ji Feng met 

the former, who was still in a suit and dressed formally, a necessary courtesy for receiving guests. 

Obviously, he had been waiting for Ji Feng. 

“Didn’t wait too long either, just took the opportunity to rest for a while.” Qian Hongda’s smile was 

gentle, and when he saw Tong Lei and Bai Spider following, he didn’t show the slightest difference. 

“White Spider, you and Han Zhen go wait in the outer room, don’t let anyone disturb us!” Ji Feng turned 

his head and said to White Spider and Han Zhen. 

“Yes!” 

The two women answered. 

The hotel where Qian Hongda was staying, the room was a suite, divided into an inner and outer room, 

and Ji Feng, with Tong Lei in tow, was in the inner room talking to Qian Hongda. 

“Young Ji, it’s not very early, and I’m still bothering you to make a special trip, so I won’t beat around the 

bush, let’s just make it short!” After a few people sat down, Qian Hongda picked up the kettle on the 

coffee table and poured a cup of tea for Ji Feng and Tong Lei respectively, before saying, “That child Xiao 

Bin doesn’t understand things, he’s still a bit high-minded and arrogant, he can’t distinguish the 

situation, so don’t be ordinary with him, young Ji.” 

Ji Feng smiled and did not say anything. 

This kind of polite words is indeed needless to say, Qian Bin is the kind of person, I believe Qian Hongda 

must be more clear than others. 

What’s more, when Qian Bin met with himself in the prison, he also had some cunning performance, 

that may not be entirely his intention, to say that this was authorized by Qian Hongda, Ji Feng was not 

surprised at all. 

The first thing you need to do is to get your hands on the money, but you still have a bargaining chip in 

your hand, which is the fact that the Brilliant Group has close ties with the companies in the tent. And 

the details of when and how this bargaining chip should be thrown out are sometimes very important. 

If Qian Bin throws out all the chips in his hands right away, it is still an unknown how much he will be 

able to gain when the time comes. 

Take some from each other, and you might be able to negotiate better. 

So Ji Feng guessed that this tactic should have come from Qian Hongda’s idea. 



Of course, Qian Bin was in the detention center and Qian Hongda still knew exactly how he was 

behaving. Ji Feng was not surprised that although Qian Hongda was the secretary of the municipal party 

committee in Yuezhou, it was impossible for him to have no connections at all in Jiangzhou. 

This is how it is in China, as long as a person has a huge network of connections, then there is nothing 

that cannot be done, this is a human society! 

“Young Ji, Xiao Bin felt embarrassed to see you again, so he told me everything he knew, no way, pity 

the parents, I, as a father, had to make a trip myself.” Qian Hongda said with a smile, “I wonder if Ji Shao 

is still interested in hearing about it?” 

“Of course!” Ji Feng laughed. 

He had come here just to listen to Qian Hongda talk about the Brilliant Group, so how could he not be 

willing to listen? 

That’s why Ji Feng felt that this person Qian Hongda was somewhat cunning, always making things that 

were originally very simple very complicated, and then making some operations in this complicated 

process …… 

Ji Feng is still somewhat not quite accustomed to such a way of communication, but he is also not 

moving, his face is very calm. 

“In fact, to say the least, this matter is only something I have simply investigated, but the result I got has 

surprised me a little.” Qian Hongda said. 

Ji Feng raised his eyebrows and asked, “How so?” 

“After the Brilliant Group changed its name, the vast majority of the group’s shares, were controlled by 

an offshore company. Later on, this offshore company, in turn, transferred its shares to this current 

chairman, all this information is clear to young Ji, right?” Qian Hongda asked. 

“I have heard of this.” Ji Feng nodded his head. 

When Rong Peng father and daughter left, the Rong Peng Group was taken over by an offshore 

company, but Ji Feng knew that it was only temporary, after all, the assets of the Rong Peng Group were 

too huge to be handed over to an offshore company registered outside the country, the top would 

definitely not agree. 

So, the offshore company took over Rongpeng Group, that was just a transition, and it was said that 

after a period of time, the shares of Rongpeng Group were transferred to the current chairman, and the 

name was changed to Brilliant Group. 

“In fact, when the shares were transferred at the beginning, it seems there was a private agreement, 

and moreover, not all of the shares of Rongpeng Group were transferred, there was still a part that 

remained in the hands of the offshore company.” Qian Hongda said, “Of course, this is not the most 

important thing, the key is still that private agreement.” 

“What agreement?” Ji Feng asked in a deep voice. 



“The exact content of the agreement is certainly not for me to know, however, if Ji Shao has a heart, he 

can pay attention to the movements of the Brilliant Group over this period of time.” Qian Hongda 

pointed towards the back, “The cooperation between the Brilliant Group and that side has deepened, 

and it has already involved the exchange of precious metals and high technology ……” 

Ji Feng was instantly astonished, Qian Hongda pointed to the east, then there was no doubt that he was 

talking about the boundary canopy. 

“Secretary Qian, what you said is too vague, I’m a bit hard to understand, as you know, I haven’t even 

graduated from university yet, I’m not as knowledgeable as you are ……” said Ji Feng. 

Qian Hongda must know more, and now that he’s speaking so vaguely, Ji Feng naturally won’t be 

satisfied. 

“The Brilliant Group is negotiating with the enterprises in the boundary tent again, to exchange equity 

for technology, selling part of the Brilliant Group’s equity to the enterprises in the boundary tent, and in 

turn exchanging it for a certain technology.” Qian Hongda whispered, “This seems normal, but, if you 

combine it with what was said before, it’s a little less normal.” 

“How so?” Ji Feng immediately asked. 

“The Brilliant Group still has a part of its equity, in the hands of that offshore company.” Qian Hongda 

said, “If the Brilliant Group sells another part of its equity, then, this huge group may no longer belong to 

us in China!” 

Swish! 

A fine aura flashed in Ji Feng’s eyes, “Secretary Qian, when you say this, do you have any proof?” 

Ji Feng’s face froze, if Qian Hongda said all this was true, this was a serious matter. 

The Brilliant Group, with assets of tens of billions of dollars, could become someone else’s in the blink of 

an eye and no longer belong to China, isn’t this bullshit? 

Losing tens of billions of dollars, this was still bearable for a huge country. 

However, according to Ji Feng’s understanding, the most important thing about the Brilliant Group is not 

the money, nor its huge assets, but the subsidiaries of the Brilliant Group and the contracts it owns! 

The Brilliant Group is involved in several strategic industries, precious metals, that is, mineral resources, 

cutting-edge technology, and even military technology …… 

For example, if the Brilliant Group has an agreement with a certain place where they can develop a 

certain mineral, how many years of property rights they have, how they sell the minerals they extract, 

and to whom they sell them, these are not random decisions. 

But what if the Brilliant Group no longer belongs to China? 

It’s not up to China to decide who they sell the minerals to, it’s up to the owner of the shares! 



Although China is getting stronger, it is not so strong that it can disregard the rules, not to mention the 

fact that there are many other countries in the vicinity that are watching China, waiting for you to make 

a mistake! 

What’s more, and this is just a simple example, the Brilliant Group also has cutting-edge technology and 

military technology! 

 


